
Clue Definition Annotation Clue type

Clue type ( if you 
chose Other 
above)

Blessed couple over ninety, totally 
enchanting- nestling together 
primarily (7) Blessed Acrostic Acrostic

Completely overwhelmed? Now try 
exciting new Tantra to start finding 
peace (7) Peace

Acrostic with " to start " 
as indicator Acrostic

Finally! Basic combo plan that 
gave Arun instant satisfaction... satisfaction

all last letters with 
finally as indicator Acrostic

Crazy man left sadistic 
cantonment for happiness (7) Happiness

(CANTONMENT-
MAN*)* Anagram

Nympho primarily manipulated ten 
in bed, becoming happy (7) Happy CO(N TEN*)T Chanagram

Company net dropped in the 
middle - net effect is material ( 7 ) Material CO N T NET* Chanagram

No rum gin in party please! ( 7 ) Please
CONTINGENT = party - 
GIN* Chanagram

Satisfaction is not made from 
currency Satisfaction

not*with made as 
anagram indicator 
.currency=cent..from=c
ontainer indicator Chanagram

Satisfaction not possible in 
possession of tiny amount (7) Satisfaction

ONT (anag [possible]of 
NOT) in CENT (tiny 
amount) Chanagram



First century – hundred coming up 
, players and captain Tony are 
satisfied ( 7 )

Satisfied

C TON<< EN T( 
captain Tony - alludes 
to Tony Greig) Chanagram

Company net is erratic , not 
regular still ( 7 ) Still

CO NET* N T ( not 
regular ) Chanagram

Substance's manufactured - about 
ten tons, nearly (7) Substance

C(about)+(TENTON(-
S))* Chanagram

At ease and fit, taking time after 
leaving Venice ? Not nowadays ! 
(7) At Ease

CONVENIENT - VENI(-
ce) around T (time) Charade

Can't complain about Al protection
Can't complain 
about

Can't complain about 
def
Al con
Protection tent Charade

Joint lessee has no capacity capacity
joint lessee=co-tenant.. 
with no=na Charade

Say, Asia is not hot and 
comfortable (7) Comfortable

say, Asia- continent -IN 
( hot) Charade

Glad that specialist went under 
bed where Neville initially slept (7) Glad

Bed where Neville 
initially slept = CO (N) T 
+ ENT (specialist went 
under) Charade

Happiness in/out of Asia,say happiness

asia, say=continent 
with out as deletion 
indicator for "in' Charade



Prisoner with temporary 
accommodation is happy (7) happy CON TENT Charade
Happy after change of partner in 
tournament happy conte(s replaced by n)t Charade

Happy with partner swap in match 
( 7 ) Happy

CONTEST - S + N ( 
partners in bridge) Charade

model takes the place of Victor in 
sisters' place (7) Happy CON(-v)(T)ENT Charade

Many on camp are happy happy c(many) on camp=tent Charade

Happy, yes? Essentially moves a 
step forward (7) Happy

CONSENT(Yes) with S 
becoming T Charade

Happy story books (7) Happy
CONTE (tale, story) NT 
books) Charade

Study camp material (7) Material
CON + TENT = study + 
camp Charade

Study a part of camp material Material
Study-CON, a part of 
camp- TENT Charade

Figure book's chapter #5 has 
meaning (7) Meaning 

CON(T)E NT. Chapter 
no 5 is T Charade

Please pack bed with new bag, 
send back Please

Bed-COT, New-N, bag-
NET , Send back - 
reverse indicator, CO N 
TEN <- T Charade

Please start to convene at 
marquee Please C + ON + TENT Charade



Please declare early closing time 
(7) Please conten(-d) t Charade
Please add head of thyme in 
seasoning that's not darkish (7) Please CON(-dim)(T)ENT Charade
Pleased with books about England 
(7) Pleased CO(with) NT(E)NT Charade
Endless fight for the model's 
pleasure(7) Pleasure CONTEN(-d)+T Charade

Many attend camp for pleasure (7) Pleasure C on TENT Charade

Many playing table tennis have 
even been rejoicing (7) Rejoicing

Many( C) Playing(on) 
Table tennis (TT) 
holding even BeEn. Charade

Firm and determined, one leaves 
to get satisfaction (7) Satisfaction

CO (Firm) + INTENT 
(determined) -I (one 
leaves), def 
=satisfaction Charade

No one, in retreat, is abandoning 
struggle Satisfied? Satisfied CONTENT(-i on<-) Charade

Charade with a 
rev deletion

Clever politician near England 
goes out, gets money.. essentially 
satisfied (7) Satisfied

CO(-mp e) TENT 
around N (moNey) Charade

Satisfied to study in camp(7) Satisfied
Con= study
Camp=tent Charade

Satisfied with the cot's new 
specialty(7) Satisfied

CO(N)T=Cot has 
N(NEW)+ENT=Specialt
y Charade



Firm keen yet not one's satisfied! 
(7) Satisfied CO [i]NTENT Charade
Number 10 in bed. Silence. Silence CO[N + TEN]T Charade

A short story book size Size
A short story- CONTE , 
BOOK-NT Charade

Smug engineer not involved in 
change (7) Smug

(NOT)* in CENT 
(change) Charade

Stuff not nonsense and Doctor 
following with many at the start stuff not*ent with "c " Charade
Stuff of criminal,the heartless,odd 
nut stuff

criminal=con t(h)e (n) 
(t) Charade

Subject against model doctor (7) Subject
CON T ENT == against 
model doctor Charade

Subject matter in company books 
contain a note (7) Subject matter

Company - CO , books - 
NT +NT containing a 
note (E) Charade

Text drawn from copyrighted 
introductions to originally notorious 
Lawrence books Text

C = copyright; 
O(riginally) N(otorious); 
TE [Lawrence]; NT = 
books Charade

Text orderly - "Sister's gone" ( 7 ) Text
CONSISTENT( orderly 
) - SIS Charade

Even relative's missing the 
essence (7) The essence CON(-sis)TENT Charade

Topics of firm books cover a point topics
firm=co ..books =nt nt 
with"e" Charade



Volume 2,3 of economics book by 
specialist Volume

2,3 of economics - C O, 
book- NT , specialist-
ENT - CO NT ENT Charade

What is carried in Chelsea 
manager's book (7)

What is carried 
in

CONTE (Chelsea 
FCManager) + NT Charade

What's in, say, Asia, not India ? (7) What's in CONT(-in)ENT Charade

What's in for Charlie working in 
camp?(7) What's in

C(Charlie); 
On(working); 
tent(camp) Charade

What's inside a criminal's shelter ? 
(7) What's inside CON+TENT Charade

What's inside the prison camp? (7) What's inside
CON TENT (Prison 
camp) Charade

Substance for a state of happiness 
(7)

a state of 
happiness

Double definition; 
'substance' and 'a state 
of happiness' DD

Capacity to satisfy (7)
Capacity and to 
satisfy (DD)

Double def. Content = 
capacity (noun). 
Content (v) = to satisfy 
(Chambers def) DD

Cheerful subject Cheerful/subject Two definitions DD



Comfortable subject matter?
comfortable/sub
ject matter

comfortable = content; 
subject matter = 
content DD

Willing subject (7) DD DD DD

Happy filling DD Double Definition DD
Agreeable matter (7) DD DD DD

Being satisfied of significance (7) DD

Being satisfied= 
Content
Significance= Content DD

Volume please DD DD DD
Happy with the collection DD Dd DD

Still happy? DD

STILL (as verb) = 
CONTENT & HAPPY = 
CONTENT DD

Warm inside DD
warm = content; inside 
= content DD

Material happiness (7)
Material/happin
ess Two defs. DD

Meaning is satisfied
Meaning/satisfie
d

Meaning = content; 
satisfied = content DD

Satisfied with what's inside a book 
(7)

Satisfied/what's 
inside a book

Two definitions linked 
with 'with' DD

What's inside the cave of forty 
thieves, perhaps ? (7) What's inside

CAVE OF FORTY 
THIEVES - CD DD

Popular exodus from mainland 
causes comfort (7) Comfort

In (popular) del'd from 
CONTinENT Other Letter(s) del



Comfortable temporary 
accommodation for prisoners, 
perhaps comfortable

temporary 
accommodation for 
prisoners, perhaps = 
'con tent' Other Charade pun

Ten leaving state of affairs for new 
fulfilment (7) Fulfilment

X (ten) goes and N 
(new) enters CONTE(-
x+n)XT (state of affairs) Other Letter sub.

Worried co-tenant's without a 
fulfilment(7)

Fulfilment 
('content' is a n., 
besides it being 

Anag (worried) of 
COTENANT after 
deleting a (a) Other

Anag with 
deletion

Bridge partners swap places in 
competition game (7) Game CONTEST - s, +T Other substitution
Glad Australia's not batting (7) glad CONTINENT - Other deletion

Half-sister leaving in harmony 
causes gladness (7) Gladness

SIS (half-sister) deleted 
from CONsisTENT (in 
harmony) Other Deletion

Gratification as stupid man is kept 
out of cantonment rebellion (7) Gratification

ANM, anag (stupid) of 
MAN removed from 
CanTONmENT which 
suffers anag (in 
rebellion) Other

Anag of a word 
removed from a 
word which 
undergoes anag

Five leave nunnery for a bit of true 
happiness (7)

Happiness 
(''content' can 
be derived from 
this; we needn't 
expect CON (-v+t)ENT Other Letter sub.

Happy India is outside America, 
say Happy IN outside CONTINENT Other deletion
Happy to have changed partners 
in tournament (7) Happy CONTE(-s)(N)T Other substitution
Having many constituents? Drop 
Environment Agency and readjust! 
Happy? (7) Happy

drop EA from 
CENTONATE (having 
many parts) and anag. Other Anag with del



Not popular in Africa, say but 
happy (7) Happy CONT(-in)ENT Other Deletion

Happy to change direction in game 
(7)

Happy (also 
nickname of 
immediately 
winner / person 

Change S to N in 
CONTEST =Game Other Letter substitution

Say, Asia isn't playing happy go 
lucky Happy go Lucky

{CONTINENT - IN } == 
CONTENT 

Say, Asia == 
CONTINENT
playing == IN Other

Charade with 
Deletion ?

Asia maybe rejects fashionable 
idea idea

CONTINENT' minus 
the 'IN' Other Subtraction

Argue daughter left for Thailand in 
a happy mood (7)

in a happy 
mood

T replacing D in 
contend (argue) Other Letter substitution

Asia, perhaps, exported 
fashionable material (7) material CONT(- in)ENT Other deletion
Opposition leader reviewed and 
dismissed the matter (7) Matter CONTENTION - NO 1<- Other reversal/deletion
No one reviewed censored War 
and Peace (7) Peace

CONTENTION (war) - 
NO 1<- Other reversal, deletion

Sebastian Coe finally surrounded 
himself with good books – found 
peace (7) Peace

CO (NT) E (NT) based 
on COE FINALLY 
SURROUNDED 
....GOOD BOOKS Other

no idea of the 
clue type - leave it 
to you experts to 
slot it in the 
relevant type (with 

Switching sides in battle results in 
peace (7) Peace

Switch the S in 
CONTEST to N. Other Letter substitution

Renouncing individual needs 
primarily, celibate gets peace of 
mind (7) peace of mind

CONTINENT (celibate) - 
in Other deletion



Please agree for heart 
transplant(7) Please

CON(-s+T)END
agree=consent Other Deletion-Insertion

Please fight election at last for 
head of the state Please

Fight - CONTEST, 
election at last -N, head 
of state -S , replace S 
with N - CONTE(S)NT Other Substitution clue

Please finish off fight to get floor 
test Please

Finish off fight - 
CONTEN d , floor test - 
base of test -T , 
CONTEN(-d) T Other Deletion

Antagonist, abandoning hiding 
place, is pleased (7) Pleased

DEN del'd from 
CONTENdenT Other Deletion

Pleasure of new PM's address in 
bed Pleasure

CO ( N TEN) T 
New ==N
PM's Address == TEN ( 
#10 Downing St)
COT == bed Other Container

Teetotallers leave insect to wallow 
stupidly in pleasure (7) Pleasure

AA (teetotallers) 
deleted from Notanecta 
and remainder 
anagramed (wallow 
stupidly):: insect - Other Anag after del

Quantity of gin cocktail dropped by 
chance quantity

CONTINGENT' (i.e. 
'chance') minus GIN* Other

Anagram 
subtraction

Sportsman's first to abandon 
competition, getting no satisfaction 
(7) Satisfaction

S (sportsman's first) 
leaving (to abandon) 
CONTEST 
(competition), replaced 
with (getting) N (no) Other

Letter 
replacement

Criminal's initially externed in 
Tamil Nadu by court finally. 
Satisfied? Satisfied

CON T(Externed)N 
courT Other

Charade with 
letter pick 
insertion into 
abbreviation 



Satisfied with change of partners 
in competition (7) Satisfied

S in CONTEST 
changed to N Other Letter substitution

Satisfied hundred on test with 
poles reversed (7) Satisfied {C}{ON}{TE(-s+n)NT} Other

Charade plus 
deletion/addition

Silent one about to leave satisfied 
(7) Satisfied

I (one) C (about) del'd 
from CONTicENT 
(which means 'silent') Other Deletion

Still keep little girl from agreeing Still

CONSISTENT' (i.e. 
'agreeing') minus the 
'SIS' Other Subtraction

Subject matter in "Out of Africa", 
perhaps (7) Subject matter CONT(-in)ENT Other Deletion
Limiting and ignoring main 
alternative subject matter Subject matter

Limiting = containment: 
CONT[AINM*]ENT Other

Subtraction of 
anagram

Subject matter is not popular in 
Australia, perhaps(7) Subject matter Cont(-in)ent Other Deletion
Contestant oddly sat detached, 
unworried (7) unworried

contestant - sat* = 
content Other Deletion

Agree son went for model volume 
(7) Volume CON(-s+T)ENT Other Letter sub.
Willing contestant curiously sat out 
(7) Willing

contestant - (sat)* = 
content Other Deletion

Without net no clue is to return! 
Blissful! blissful

withouT NET NO Clue 
with return as reversal 
indicator Reverse telescopic

Confined hypochondriac on ten 
tablets, can't complain (7)

Can't complain Telescopic Telescopic
In panic, on tenterhooks, now 
happy! (7) Happy

in pani [C, ON TENT] 
erhooks Telescopic



Mac Pro on first time production 
cost finally gives satisfaction satisfaction

last letters -finally is 
indicator Telescopic

Serenity of music on tenth channel serenity
musiC ON TENTh 
channel Telescopic

Videocon tentatively packs 
substance (7) Substance Telescopic Telescopic


